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On the importance of dust reprocessing in galaxies 
 Dust: -obiquitous   

          -Mdust  1% Mgas 
          -chemistry of the ISM (locks heavy elements, catalizer for H2 formation) 
          -size 0.1 µm  very effective in optical-UV extinction 
          -Tsubl 1500 K  IR emission  
 

 Dust is associated with star formation  SF-active galaxies are dustier 
-shields from UV photons and cools via IR emission GMCs, favoring SF sites 

Wang & Heckman 1996 
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Luminosity density of the local universe 
  GALEX, SDSS, 2MASS, IRAS, SCUBA data  

Model by Gilmore etal 2012 
(SAM by Somerville et al 08) 

M82 

M51 

 Locally about 30% of the total energy is reprocessed by dust in the IR, mostly 
normal galaxies. Only few LIRGs and ULIRGs (IRAS) 
 



Data from HST, Galex, JHK suverys, ISO, 
Spitzer, Blast, Herschel, COBE 

Models by 
Dominguez etal 2011 
Gilmore etal 2012 

IR Luminosity density vs z 

 Extragalactic background radiation 
  

at least half of the total energy by  
galaxies is emitted in the IR 
 



 The number desities of (U)LIRGs rapidly increase with redshift (Scuba, ISO, Spitzer, 
Herschel) 

Murphy et al 2011 

LIRGs ULIRGs 



Multi- SED modelling – main ingredients 

*Stellar pop. synthesis *SFR(t)+Mgas(t),Z(t) 
analytical, chemical 
evolution or galaxy 
formation models 

* UV/optical attenuation and IR emission 
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Semi-empirical: attenuation curve for ext and LIR + IR 
SED shape. Pros: non time consuming – analysis of 
large data sets. Cons: not great predictive power 

Theoretical: Explicit computation of radiative 
transfer and dust emission  geometry stars-dust-
clumps and dust model (optical properties, size 
distrib.) 
Pros: broader interpretative/predictive power. Cons: 
time consuming  



(Basics of) Radiative transfer 

The radiation field is described by the Specific intensity: 

Assumptions: 
• L >>   radiation propagates in straight lines  

(between an abs or sca)  
• Travel time <<  time of change of the object 

[erg/cm2/s/Hz/sr] 

Mean  
intensity 

Energy  
density  
[erg/cm3/Hz] 

B   T4 

source 
 



Equation of radiative transfer 

[cm^-1] Extinction  
coefficient=α_abs+α_sca  

[erg/cm^3/s/Hz/sr] Emission  
coefficient=j_em+j_sca  

• Absorption: photon energy turned in other forms 
 

• Emission: the opposite 
 

• Scattering: photons deviated into other directions.  
In RT it is treated as abs from one direction+emission in other.  
Dust scattering is elastic (same ) 
 

• Extinction=Absorption+Scattering 



Extinction coefficient α 

total absorbing area 

α = n     [cm^-1]  ~ 1/l    =inverse of  mean free path  

Opacity: k = α/ρ   [cm^2/g] 

Optical depth:  τ =  α ds =  ρk ds = N    L/l 
 τ  << 1 or >> 1 optically thin-thick medium 

 

*For spherical dust grains: 



 Absorption and scattering efficiencies for spherical dust grains 

Graphite a=0.1 m Rule of thumb: 
 
2a >> :   Q,a Q,s 1  
 
2a << : 
Q,abs  -,   1-2  
Q,sca  -4  
 
 
 
 
 

sca 

abs 

ext 

• Depend the shape, size, composition of the material, and . 
• Properties of the material given by refraction index (m=n -i k)  
• Exact solutions for spherical particles – Mie theory. For complex shapes numerical 

methods (eg DDSCAT by Draine) 



General behaviour for Q abs and sca vs  
 

• Response of the target material to em wave  
characterized by refract index m()=n()+i k() 
 

• 2a<<: Qabs-(1-2), Qsca-4 => abs dominate over 
sca at long  
 

• Sca important for 2a/ >  1 
 

• 2a/  1: Mie theory.  Qext  3-5 
 

• 2a>>: Qext2 (2  the geom cross sect -diffraction 
effects around the target) 

 

Rayleight Mie Geom optic 



Extinction efficiencies for spherical dust grains 

* Q/a proportional to cross section per unit mass 
* <2a flat (geometric optic limit,   a2, Q  1) 
* >2a Q  independent of size (bulk effect),  -(1.5-2) 

Graphite 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 10 micron 
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Silicates 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 10 micron Extinction efficiencies for spherical dust grains 

0.01 

0.1 

0.3 

1 

10 



 Expressions for spherical dust grains 

Source function:  S = j/   

For thermal radiation S,em = j,em/,abs  = B(T)  =Kirchhoff law 



g=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 



Thermal emission by dust grains 

The em coeff depends on the RF through the grain T since heating 
almost always dominated by radiation. 
   
Two different regimes depending on size: 

 a > 100 Å: big enough grains – abs or em of single photons do not change the total internal 
energy in vibrational modes - do not cool in the time between absorption of successive photons, 
so reach thermal equilibrium with the RF. Typically Td  20-40 K emitting at  > 50 m. 
 
T determined by solving the energy balance absorption=emission for each grain: 

 Q,abs(a) J d =  Q,abs (a) B(T) d 

J   = 1/4  I d   =angle averaged RF 

j,em = n a2 Q,absB(T)   B(T)  = modified bb 



B(T) 

BB at T=40 K 

Modified BB  
2B(T)  B(T)  

Modified black body 



L  - B(T) 
T=40K 
 =2, 1.5, 0.5 

SED fit with single modified BBs 
vs SED with dust with a range of 
T and intrinsic emissivity -2 B(T)  



Equilibrium T has a week dependence on the RF: 

 Q,abs(a) J d   J d   Urad  
 
 Q,abs(a)B(T)d   

 B(T)d  T4+ 

Abs mainly in opt-uv where Q,a  1 

Em in IR where Q,a  - ,  =1.5-2   

 T   Urad 1/(4+)  Urad
0.17  

To double T would require an increase of U by 60. 
A 30% increase of T corresponds a factor 5 in U. 

  



Equilibrium T for silicates and graphite grains  
heated by the local radiation field at different intensities U 

Tss16.4 (a/0.1m)-1/15U1/6  for silicates 
 
Tss22.3 (a/0.1m)-1/40U1/6  for graphite 



a < 100 Å: small-tiny (from a  few Å) grains do not reach an equilibrium T. Internal vibrational  
energy content typically < h: individual photon absorptions cause T jumps. T strogly fluctuates 
above and below Teq. Reach T  a few 100 K to 1000 K and provide  3-30m emission 
 

T time evolution for grains 
in the local rad field (U=1) 

τabs=mean time between photon absorptions 





j,em = n Q,abs  a2  B(T) P(T) dT 

               

T statistically computed via a probability P(T)dT to find a grain between T and T+dT                                                                                                                            

Emission with  
fluctuations 

Neglecting  
fluctuations 



Formal solution of the eq of RT 

d=ds 
S = j/ 

(multiply by e                d(I e )  = S e d ) 

Formal because S  in general depends on the unknown I (both for scattering and 
true emission). But basis for numerical solutions 

* Solution if emission and scattering in the line of 
sight are not important (e.g. uv- opt for a star 
behind a dust veil  extinction curves) .  
 

e- =probability of a photon to travel  

(used in Monte Carlo codes) 

I()=I(0) e- 



Estimate of Mdust from FIR-submm 

Single T modified BB  S=const=B(Td) 

τ << 1 

Thermal IR emission I=B(Td) τ 

τ=k ρd dl  k=Abs cross section per unit mass of the dust mixture  

F= B(Td) k ρddl A/D2  = B(Td) k Md/D2   

 Md 

k/k,0 =(/0)   

[Eg k,0(250m)=4 cm2/gr, 

>100m, =2] 
 

B(Td)  2 Td    (RJ) 

Md  F D
2 -(2+)/Td 

-> Td- degeneracy 
(smaller  imples higher Td) 
 
-> better for comparative studies  
 
-> Recall Td  Urad

1/(4+)    
 



Tdust – β degeneracy in modified BB SED fits 

Fit with a shallower β implies a higher Td-> 
smaller Md, and viceversa 

 F  β B(Td) Md/D2   



Sub-mm selected galaxies 

Exploit the spectral dependence of dust emissivity to select high-z galaxies: 
 
Fo=Le (1+z)/4DL

2  
Rest frame L  k B(T)  2+    Le/Lo  (1+z)2+ 

Increasing SED with z compensates for 
cosmologcal dimming  
 
observed flux nearly const between  
z=1 and 10  
 
sub-mm sky at a given flux more  
populated by high-z than low-z  
sources (opposite than optical) 



Deep optical field (HDF) 

z<1.5 z>1.5 

Alma deep field 



Models of interstellar dust 

Most observational constraints from interaction with radiation: 
 
• Wavelength-dependent extinction of starlight, including spectral features 

 
• Thermal emission from dust from a few m to the submm 

 
• Polarization-dependent attenuation of starlight 
• Scattered light in reflection nebulae 

 
Less direct evidences: 

 
• Depletion of certain elements from interstellar gas 

 
• Presolar grains preserved in meteorites 
• Abundance of H2 which requires catalysis on dust grains 



Interstellar extinction curve 

Built by comparing pairs of stars of the same spectral type 

I/I(0)= exp(-τ) 

Extinction in magnitudes: 

A= -2.5 log (I /I(0)) = 1.086 τ   N  

 
• Growth as 1/ in the optical-near UV 
• Bump at 2175 Å 
• More than linear rise in the FUV 
• Features at 9.7 and 18 m 

Average MW extinction curve Rv=3.1 



Extinction curves along different line of sights 
Parametrized by 

E(B-V)=AB-AV  
reddening 

Higher RV correponds to 
denser regions (larger grains, 
grayer curve) 



Extinction curves in SMC and LMC vs MW 



Heated by the average starlight 
background in the local MW 
 
Models must explain:  
*radiation at  < 50 m 
*MIR emission features    



Polarization by interstellar dust 

*Degree of polarization larger for most reddened stars 
*Stars in the same region of the sky with same polarization 

 Polarization produced by the ISM: initially unpolarized light becomes linearly polarized due 
to preferential extinction of one mode 

• Produced by dust grains aligned by the interstellar magnetic field 
 

• Typically peaks near the V band, declines in the UV 
 

•  Constraint for sizes:  a  0.1 m 
originates from grains which in the UV are in the geometric optic limit 
so both polarizations suffer the same extinction, and 2a/  1 for   0.55 m 
 

• Smaller grains are not much aligned or spherical  
 



Main constraints for dust size and composition: 

• If dust grains were >  curve flat 
 

• The visible extinction explained by grains with a0.1m.  
 

• The growth in the UV requires grains smaller than  (2a/ < 1 up to  =0.1 m) : a0.01m 
 

• 0.1m grains explain the FIR diffuse emission. Very small grains are required at  < 50 m 
 

• Silicates necessary for the 9.7 and 18 m features. The large width suggests silicates with 
many impurities (dirty or ‘astronomical’ silicates) 
 

• Carbon (graphite) grains have also a resonance at 2175 Å that can account the UV bump 
 

• Mid-IR emission bands usually ascribed to PAH molecules  
 



Dust composition 

  2175 Å feature:  
*Same central  on all sightlines, width varies  
*Strength implies the responsible material is abundant  
*Small graphite grains have a strong absorption peak at this  (electronic excitation) 
 

 9.7 and 18 m features: 
*Silicate minerals have strong absorption resonances due to Si-O stretching near 10 m, 
and to Si-O-Si bending near 20 m 
*Features observed in the outflows from O-rich stars, not of C-rich stars   
*Olivine-type (MgFeSiO4) but the specific chemical composition difficult to determine 
(-> ‘astronomical’ silicates, with refraction index constrained by ext curve). 
*Broad and smooth features not compatible with structured profiles of crystalline silicates 
*Strength of the features requires a substantial fraction of Si atoms are in grains   
 

Laboratory data  
(Jena database) 



Laboratory data 



Tielens & Allamandola 



 Mid-IR features: 
 
*Main at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3, 12.7 m 
*Vibrational transitions in PAH molecules 
*Planar molecules made of C organized in 
hexagonal rings with H at the boundary 
*Interstellar PAH may have impurities-lack H-
ionized  
 

Benzene 





Abundance constraints 

Major elemental composition of dust  
based on observed depletion in the gas  
phase   

Overall abundances in the ISM close  
to solar 
 
Absorption line spectroscopy of  
C, Mg, Si, Fe in gas phase shows 
underabundance: 
 
60% C, >90% Mg,Si,Fe incorporated in 
dust grains 
 
Globally 50% heavy elements in dust 
 
 

Condensation T: measure the capability of an element 
to form stable solid compounds  
 



An increase in metallicity is expected to lead to an increase in Mdust 

__________ 

(Dust/gas) 

__ 

Z 

Mdust/Mgas  Z 
 
in nearby relatively 
quiescent galaxies. 
 
Typical assumption in 
models. 



Dust size distribution 

100Å 

60Å 30Å 
10Å 

• No unique grain model 
 

• Most adopt spherical amorphous silicates +  
carbonaceous (graphite) 
 

• MRN model (Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsiek 1977),  
slightly revised by Draine & Lee (1984): 
 
dn/da= A nH a-3.5  for 50 Å < a < 0.25 m   
for both graph and sil 
 

• Now models include very small grain  
a < 10 Å required cirrus emission < 50 m, + PAHs  
(double power-law or log-normal distrib.) 
 

• A universal dust model is just a simplification 
 

• The size distrib in the ISM depends on injection,  
fragmentation, and growth, with different   
contributions in different environments.    
  
 
 





10Å 

0.25 m 

Graphites 

Silicates 

50Å 

0.25m 

Extinction curve for the average MW dust model 





Dust life cycle 

1. Solid grains condense in the cool atmospheres of evolved stars, Wolf-Rayet stars, 
planetary nebulae, novae and supernovae ejecta. Then ejected into the diffuse ISM.  
 

2. In the diffuse ISM, interacting with hot (shocked) gas, stellar UV radiation, cosmic rays,  
grains undergo destruction (sputtering by impacting gas atoms, vaporization and shattering  
by grain-grain collisions). 
 

3. In molecular clouds (formed through shock compression of diffuse gas, agglomeration of 
small clouds and condensation instabilities),  grains are subject to growth through 
accretion and coagulation.  
 

4. Cycling between the diffuse and molecular clouds, dust grains re-condense in dense 
regions followed by rapid exchange of matter with the diffuse gas.  
 

5. Collapse of dense molecular clouds leads to the birth of new stars. At the late stages of 
stellar evolution, gas and newly formed dust will return to the ISM (stellar winds or 
supernova explosions. The life cycle of dust is associated with that of stars that are both a 
sink and a major source for the Galactic dust. 



Dust grains origin and processing in the ISM 

All mechanisms of birth, growth and destruction of grains poorly understood 

Most abundant and depleted elements: C, N, O, Mg, Si, Fe products of stellar evolution 

Dust production: * outflows of AGB stars – small & intermediate mass stars  
                               * SNII ejecta  
                               * Accretion and coagulation in dense ISM (rate  n , flatter ext curves )                                                      

Dust destruction: * Evaporation (Td > 1500-2000 K) 
                                * Destruction mainly in SN shocks via  
                                 - Sputtering (energetic gas-phase atoms knock grain atoms out of lattice-  
                                    found to dominate the overall destruction) 
                                 - Grain-grain collisions (at high grain velocities even large grains get destroyed)  

Formation vs Destruction rates in MW: 
 
Models of production and destruction equilibrium to derive grain size distrib and dust amount  
evolution. SN shocks should wipe out dust faster than stellar production:   
 
Destruction time scale  1-2  108 yr    ( 1/SN rate) 
Formation time scale    1  109 yr 
 
 Grain growth must take place in the ISM + rapid mass exchange dense-diffuse phase 



Cold evolved stars 
 
 Observationally in MW most dust formed in the atmospheres of red giants 

 
 Ideal conditions for dust formation: high densities, gas kinetic T close to condensation T of 

heavy elements 
 

 Dust as the driver of the strong winds. Once formed blown in the ISM by radiation pressure. 
 

 2 chemical regimes for AGB depending on O/C: 
O/C>1: M-type stars. All the C forms CO. The excess O forms silicates. Dusty outflows show  
                 silicate features 
O/C<1: C-type stars. The excess C forms carbonaceous grains. Dominate the interstellar carbon 
                dust production 

 
 Most of dust by M  3 M


  time scale for dust production > 1 Gyr = time to evolve off 

the MS 
 



Dust in SNII ejecta 

 Stars M >8 M
 

 Mainly silicate dust but due to stratified composition also carbon dust 
 If all condensible elements formed dust, Mdust 0.5-1 M


 for a typical SN 

 But SN condensates can be destroyed shortly after formation by reverse shocks 
 Largest observed Mdust 0.05M


 in CasA - Estimated range Mdust/SN  10-4-10-2 M


 

 Time scale for dust production <  20 Myr 

Implications for dust in high-z galaxies (z > 6) 

A transition in the properties of dust at z  5-6 is theoretically expected: 
 
• AGB=major source of dust in the local universe, require  1 Gyr to evolve in large numbers 
• t_universe(z>5) < 1 Gyr  galaxies should be dust free 
• Large Mdust observed in distant QSOs hosts up to z > 6 
• SN source of dust on short time scales: 
Indications from ext: agreement between the extinction curve expected from  
   SN dust and observed in a high-z QSO (at z=6.2) 
Efficiency of dust production  still very controversial. Additional sources:  
    *dust formation in QSOs outflowing clouds (similar conditions as AGB envelopes)     
    *accretion/coagulation in dense ISM  
Most C dust from AGB, different spectral effects due to both size distrib and composition.  
   The opacity of galaxies should evolve with time. 
      
 
         



Maiolino etal 2004 

Ext curve observed in the 
QSO  SDSS1048+46  at  z=6.2 

SMC- type ext curve  
observed in z<4 QSOs 

Ext curves expected from SN dust models 



Graphite vs Silicates (dashed=scattering) 

a=0.01 m a=0.1 m 

a=0.3 m a=0.5 m 



Example: SED evolution with MW-type (       ) vs SN-type (……) dust 



Dusty envelopes in AGB stars 

 Main dusty environments to account for in modelling galaxies:  
dusty envelopes around AGB stars, star forming molecular clouds, diffuse medium 

 Dusty envelpes of AGB stars are required to interpret their SED 
 Main dust producers. Dust has a major role in their evolution driving huge stellar winds  

(pulsations + radiative pressure on grains) 



Effects of AGB dusty envelopes on the SED of single stellar populations 

Expected and observed to have a role in quiescent ellipticals. 
Could be important in post-starbursts 



Age & Metallicity degeneracy hampers reconstructing the history of baryon 
assembly in the early universe, recorded in the fossil stellar populations (early type 
galaxies) 

Old & Metal Poor    =    Young & Metal Rich 

NO Dusty AGBs Lot of Dusty AGBs 

OPT: 

MIR:  



Modelling SEDs of elliptical galaxies: 
Optical + MIR may remove age-metallicity degeneracy for ellipticals thanks to dusty AGBs 



Expressions for a dust mixture 



Effects of geometry 

• Extinction vs Attenuation curves:  
define A  -2.5 log (F/F(0))  formally as extinction in any case but in general A  1.086 τ 
(only point source + dust screen) 

 

• Calzetti (2000) attenuation curve:  
* sample of UV-bright starbursts   
* very different from ext laws    
 different dust in starbursts or  
geometrical effect? 

  

MW 

LMC 

Calzetti att. 

 Library of model galaxies with MW dust  
reproduce the observed starburst attenuation due  
to age-dependent geometry: youngest stars in  
optically thick clouds.  
Peculiar dust not required nor excluded 



Toy model to explain effect of age-dependent geometry   

IMF: 10          for each 

Born now- still in MC  
with τ >> 1 
All masses alive 

Born 1e7 yr ago  
High mass dead 
Half in MC 

T_MC~ 1e7 yr    
T massive < 1e7 yr -  T small >> 2e7 yr 

Born 2e7 yr ago  
All out of MC 
Low mass alive 

1e3Å 1e4Å 1e3Å 1e4Å 

10 

20 

 Obs/Em -2.5 log(O/E) 

1e3 Å (51+101)/(301+120) 1.31 

1e4 Å (52+102)/(302+110) 0.91 

1 

2 

1e3Å 1e4Å 

 

 
A 

SED for SED for 



The derived attenuation law depends on: 
 
• IMF 

 
• Lifetime of stars as a function of mass 

 
• Escape time scale from optically thick molecular clouds 

 
• SED of stars as a function of their mass 
 
i.e. independent of dust properties 



Extinction vs Attenuation for simplified geometries 

AV=1.086 τV 

Foreground  
screen 

Clumpy  
screen 

Calzetti  
attenuation 

Homgeneous 
mix 



Homogeneous mixture Foreground screen 

I = I(0) e-τ I=I(0) (1-e-τ)/τ 
(τ =effective opt depth) 



Effective optical depth τeff=[τabs(τabs+ τsca)]1/2    

Rigorous for homogeneous media and 
isotropic scattering 
 
Scattering does not destroy photons but 
increases the probability of absorption 
 
 lower than ext but higher than abs 

ext 

eff 

abs 
sca 



Practical computation of SED 

Given the optical properties of dust and  the star-dust geometry  the spectra of dusty systems  
can be computed.  
 
From a computational poit of view, two main cases: 
 
 If the IR emission is not self-absorbed (optically thin in the IR) the emitted radiation is the  

volume integral of the local emissivity (eg. Galactic cirrus emission).  
Scattering at short  usually included with approx. 
 

 Otherwise the full RT eq must be solved numerically.  
Eg. Lambda- iteration method direct application of the formal solution  
      Monte Carlo techniques  very flexible, more time consuming 
 

 …. 3rd case: ‘mixed’ computation 
Full RT in thick regions + volume integral in diffuse medium 
 

 Or avoid geometry and dust properties: use an attenuation law with parameter AV. Possibly 
evaluate the absorbed energy to be distributed in the IR 
 



Monte Carlo method 

*Simulates the RT instead of explicitly solving the RT equation. 
 
*Treat the RF as a flow of photons. Life of each photon followed through the dust.  
Its fate derived in a probabilistic way. 
 
*Birth of photons: The position of photon emission drawn from the adopted distribution of  
sources, with direction assigned assuming isotropic emission. 
 
*Interaction point: Along the path the probability of a photon to avoid abs and sca is exp(-τ).  
 
*Abs and sca: Probability for scattering=albedo=Q,s/Q,ext. Probability for absorption=1-
albedo. 
 
If scattered, the phase function is used as the probability distribution for the angle beween old 
and new directions. Process repeated on the new path untill the photon escapes or is absorbed. 
 
If absorbed, end of the photon life cycle. Absorbed energy stored  for dust emission=source  
function for another MC cycle 
 
The RF is recovered from a statistical analysis of the photon paths. Lots of photons needed to 
produce high S/N results. Practical numerical implementation requires approximations. 
 



Lambda-iteration method 

Typically applied with azymuthal symmetry (eg  
central point source in a cloud or AGN) 

Central source 

P(r,) 

 
direction I(r,,,)=- I + j 

=i  ai
2 Qext(,ai) ni 

 

j= i  ai
2 Qabs(,ai) B(T(ai)) ni + 

       i  ai
2 Qsca(,ai) ni 1/4  I(’)(-’,ai)d 

 
Split I = I,1+ I,2= 
central source + rad em or sca by dust 

Solution of RT for (1) in P (j=0): 

‘Solution’ of RT for (2) in P along  : 

j/ with 
j containing  
the global rad 
field 

First trial value for J(r,):  J,1(r,)  first estimate of T(ai; r,) from 
                                                                  and of S(r,) 
Compute I,2 combined with J,1(r,)  update J(r,) and iterate till convergence 



Ray tracing in mixed case Aim: find the observed flux at any direction: 

Vk 

Vi 
j ,k = volume emissivity from all  
components in Vk= j,stars,k +j,dense,k + j,dust,k 

j,stars,k    = given by the adopted distribution of stars 
 
j,dense,k = adopted distribution+ pre-computed full RT 

jdust,i  assuming τIR<1: 
 
*compute the radiation field J,i in each Vi due to  
all other Vk 

 

* compute Tdust for each grain type (equilibrium or stocastic T) in Vi 
 
* compute jdust,i from big and small grains =j aj

2Qabs(,aj)B(T(aj))nj 

τeff, 



Which method for which aim 

• Semiempirical - attenuation curve with Av as parameter+ template rescaling for IR:  
large amount of galaxies to analyse to provide statistical correlations 
 

• Full RT with ray-tracing (lambda-iteration type): axisymmetric models  
(AGN torii, molecular clouds, AGB envelopes, spherical starbursts) 
 

• ‘Mixed’ ray-tracing: full RT for dense regions+ approx RT for diffuse regions 
 
*Axisymmetric geometry: SED modelling for eg semi-analytical galaxy formation  
(provide some geometrical inputs) or test complex SF histories and degeneracies   
 
*3D: SED and image modelling for hydro-codes 
 

• Monte Carlo 3D codes:  
SED and image modelling for hydro codes 
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Example of detailed SED fit 
~10 model parameters 
>10 data points 
 
Best fit provides: 
SFR, SFH, M*, Mdust, AV … 
with very low degeneracy 

Best fit with  
only partial  
information 



Example of image fit Observed Fit 

B band 

g band 

V band 

R band 



Example: constraining semi-analytical galaxy formation models with multi-wavelength data  

 Thousands of model galaxies at each redshift slice in order to reproduce galaxy statistics: 
counts, z-distrib., LFs, and average properties and correlations- at different  and z 

 Models typically provide SFR(t), Mgas(t), Z(t), scale radii of stars and gas 
  relatevily fast SED computation- not possible with full MC codes: either semiempirical or 

RT with symmetries 
 possibly exploit all information (models and data) to constrain models 

SAM model calibrated on  
local universe 

But total disagreement  
with high-z data 

Heavy revision of 
model assumptions and 
parameters – sf 
efficiency, gas assembly 
time scale, IMF 



  SAM + RT  

SAM + Att. curve  

SF histories from a 

Semi-Analytical Model 

for galaxy formation - 

SED by RT (colored) 

and empirical 

[attenuation curve] 

(hatched)    
 

Different treatments predict different SED for the same SFR(t): 
Attenuation  



  SAM + RT  

||||||||||| 

SAM+Att curve  



SAM+ 
template  

SAM+ 
RT 

 
(average SEDs for 
low-z and high-z 
mock catalogues) 

Different treatments predict different SED for the same SFR(t): IR  



SAM+RT 

SAM+ templates 

SF histories from a 

Semi-Analytical 

Model for galaxy 

formation - SED via 

RT (black) or 

templates (colored)    

 

Different treatments predict different SED for the same SFR(t): IR  


